Barbie Girl Intro
Hi Charis
Hi Nikki!
Do you wanna go for a ride?
Sure thing!
Jump in...
I'm a Ed student, in the Techie world
Life in school, it's stressful!
You can take ECMP, take it online anywhere
Imagination, life is your creation
Come on ECMP, let's go ECMP!
Woah woah woah lets change the song
Thrift Shop, Gangster
(hats) = blogging
what what what; did we learn?
blogging blogging blogging yeah x3
im gunna blog someone, only got 20 minutes to do it.
ii im hunting looking for a scholar. This is blogging awesome
walk up to the class i got a big... project
im so pumped from this weeks topic
eyes on the screen, Ashton Mills blog post
the people be like damn thats a damn good post. (50sec)
psssssss..... change song (1min)
ice, ice baby, 90s
= ecmp455 presentation
Yo, VIP, Let's teach it
Teach, me, babyx2
Alright, stop collaborate and listen
Were back with a brand new lesson
Story bird, grabs a hold of my attention
Art work flowing and intriguing
the words come up and suddenly im reading
will the students like it, yo, i don't know
time to switch to ClassDojo
to the extreme, we give out point like it's a scandal
message the parents to inform their child (40sec)
dancing for a bit with puppet then change song (1Min)
i wanna dance with somebody (Whitney Houston),make up =twitter
I wanna tweet
the clock strikes upon the hour and the screen begins to fade
still enough time to figure out how to tweet my life away
i've done alright, until now, i've got so much to say and when the night falls the S.T.A.R.S
chat calls

/ohhhh I want to tweet with somebody
I wanna retweet with somebody
yeah i wanna tweet with somebody
with somebody named Alec/ x2 (1.38)
Help! ductape =my healthy blogging
Help! I need somebody
Help! Not just anybody
Help, you know I need someone, help
When I was younger (So much younger than) so much younger than today
I didn't have to blog, blogging any way
(Now) But now these days are gone (These days are gone), I'm not so self assured
(I know I've found) Now I find I've changed my mind and opened up the pantry doors
Help me if you can, I'm feeling hungry
And I do appreciate the recipes being found
Help me get my health back on the track
Won't you please, please help me (54sec)

We will rock you, Rock clothing
Katia you're a Spy make a big noise
Playin' in the internet gonna be a big sleuth some day
You got passion on yo' face
Your on the chase
Kickin' catfishes all over the place
Singin'
We will we will catch you
We will we will catch you
Alec you're a cleaver man smart man
Sloughin' on the net gonna take on the world some day
You got strangers stealin yo' face
it's a big disgrace
Wavin' your Knowledge all over the place
We will we will catch you
(Sing it!)
We will we will catch you (1min)

knock knock.... excuse me ladies you have illegally stolen these songs....

